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We read this article by Khurana et al[@CIT0001] with great interest. It is encouraging to see a study which explored how adherence in patients with Type 2 Diabetes mellitus could potentially be improved.

Diabetes is a condition affecting an increasing number of people and the macrovascular and microvascular changes are damaging to long term health, predisposing to vascular events such as heart attacks and strokes.[@CIT0002]

Adherence to treatment plans is essential for good glycaemic control and to prevent such complications. A study found that effective communication between doctors and patients is key to ensuring adherence to individual treatment plans but of course this does not always take place.[@CIT0003] This current study[@CIT0001] evaluated how technology can help to bridge this gap in the management of chronic conditions like diabetes where treatment is lifelong and complex. Khurana et al[@CIT0001] showed that there is an appetite amongst patients for better use of technology to help manage chronic conditions; more than 80% of the participants surveyed in this study were interested in using electronic methods to assist them in managing their diabetes.

Despite these promising findings, we have identified some limitations that need to be addressed in order to assess the applicability of technology in the management of chronic conditions. For instance, we note that the recruitment of participants for this study was done through advertisements online and on newspapers. This may have introduced selection bias into this sample, as individuals who respond to such advertisements are more likely to be conscious about their health and positive about the use of technology and this may be reflected in the results.

Similarly, these advertisements through newspapers and through the internet are more likely to exclude those with limited English proficiency (LEP). In the US, Latinos make up the largest minority population and also make up a huge proportion of those with LEP. Steinberg et al[@CIT0004] evaluated 48 interviews of Latina mothers with LEP and found that navigating the healthcare system for these individuals can be a "battle" and is one of the reasons for huge inequalities in healthcare provision. It is therefore imperative that the use of technology such as apps does not create further inequalities in healthcare provision.

There are 318,000 apps available to help individuals manage their own health. [@CIT0005] Thus, shifting the role of doctors and other primary care staff such as specialist diabetic nurses to these smartphone platforms can seem tempting and even a sign of patient empowerment. Although this study highlights some positive attitudes to technology in managing diabetes it is important that this approach is suitable for a wide range of patients including those with LEP.

We, therefore, argue that to properly measure the applicability of technology in primary care settings, future studies should take these potential sources of selection bias into consideration and recruit through various outlets and possibly even at point of care to ensure that the views of a representative population including those with LEP are taken into account.
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